Abstract-In the general case, most computational engineering problems are NP-hard. So, to make the problem feasible, it is important to restrict this problem. Ideally, we should use the most general context in which the problem is still feasible. In this paper, we start with a simple proof that finding such most general context is itself an NP-hard problem. Since it is not possible to find the appropriate context by utilizing a general algorithm, it is therefore necessary to be creative -i.e., in effect, to use computational intelligence techniques. On three examples, we show how such techniques can help us come up with the appropriate context. These examples explain why it is beneficial to take knowledge about causality into account when processing data, why sometimes long-term predictions are easier than short-term ones, and why often for small deviations, a straightforward application of a seemingly optimal control only makes the situation worse.
I. IN ENGINEERING, IT IS IMPORTANT TO COME UP WITH AN APPROPRIATE CONTEXT: AN INFORMAL FORMULATION
OF THE PROBLEM Formulation of the problem. One of the main objectives of engineering is to come up with a design and/or control that satisfies required functionality. It is know that in most general form, the problem of finding a design (control) that satisfies a given constraint is NP-hard, i.e., crudely speaking, cannot be solved by a feasible algorithm.
Thus, to be able to use feasible algorithms, it is necessary to restrict the formulation, i.e., to formulate the corresponding problem in an appropriate context.
If this context is too narrow, if the corresponding algorithm can be extended to a more general context without losing feasibility, then why not do it? If we use a context which is too narrow, then in similar situations, instead of using the same algorithm, we would have to solve the problem again. Thus, it is desirable to find the most general context in which the corresponding problem is still feasible. Finding such context is the problem that we will consider in this paper.
What we do in this paper. In Section 2, we provide exact definitions and prove the main (simple) theoretical result of this paper -that finding the optimal context is itself an NPhard problem. In a short Section 3, we explain that this result necessitates the use of computational intelligence. In the following sections, we give examples of how computational intelligence can help, examples that cover all the stages of solving an engineering problem.
II. FINDING THE OPTIMAL CONTEXT IS NP-HARD: PROOF (BY A SIMPLE REDUCTION)
Brief reminder: what is a feasible algorithm. Some algorithms -e.g., algorithms whose running time grows linearly or quadratically with the size of the input -are practically useful (feasible). Other algorithms -e.g., many exhaustive search algorithms -require computation time that grows exponentially as the input size. For example, many exhaustivesearch algorithms require that we try all 2 n binary (0-1) sequences of length n.
For such exponential-time algorithms, even when the bit size of the input is reasonable, e.g., n = 300, the corresponding number of computational steps 2 300 exceeds the lifetime of the Universe. Thus, such algorithms are not feasible. This distinction is usually described as follows (see, e.g., [7] :
• algorithms A whose worst-case running time t A (n) of inputs of bit size n (a.k.a. computational complexity) is bounded by a polynomial P (n) of n are called feasible, while • all other algorithms are called non-feasible. Comment. The above definition is not perfect, since it does not fully capture the intuitive notion of a feasible algorithm:
• an algorithm whose computation time grows, with the bit size n of the input, as 10 100 · n is feasible in the above sense, but it is not practically feasible, since even for n = 1, it needed more time than the lifetime of the Universe;
• on the other hand, an algorithm with an exponentially increasing running time exp(10 −40 · n) -an algorithm which is not feasible according to the above definitionruns very fast on all inputs of realistic bit size n, and is, thus, feasible from the practical viewpoint.
However, in spite of this limitation, no better definition of a feasible algorithm is known. So, in this paper, we will use this definition of a feasible algorithm.
NP-hard problems: a brief reminder. In computer science, we usually consider problems for which, once we have a candidate for a solution, we can feasibly check whether this candidate is indeed a solution. The class of all such problems is known as the class NP.
It is still not known (2015) whether it is possible to solve all the problems from the class NP in feasible time, i.e., whether the class NP coincides with the class P of all the problems that can be feasibly solved. Most computer scientists believe that this is not possible, i.e., that P =NP. What is known is that there are some problems P 0 from the class NP such that solving any other problem from the class NP can be feasibly reduced to solving this problem. In this sense, these problems are the hardest in the class NP. Such hardest problems are called NP-hard [7] .
Many important practical problems are NP-hard. Many important practice-related problem are NP-hard if we consider them in their most general form; see, e.g., [7] .
Crudely speaking, the NP-hardness of a problem P means that unless P=NP (which, as we have mentioned, most computer scientists believe to impossible), no feasible algorithm is possible that would solve all particular cases of this problem.
Need for restriction. Since the most general problems are NPhard, to make the problem feasible, it is important to restrict the problem.
It is desirable to consider restrictions which are as general as possible. Within the limitation of feasibility, it is desirable to come up with restrictions which are as general as possible.
What we do in this section. In this section, we prove that finding such most general feasible generalization is itself an NP-hard problem. In other words, we prove that finding the optimal context for feasibility is an NP-hard problem.
How to find the most general restriction, under which the problem remains feasible: analysis of the problem. Our objective is to restrict the original generic NP-hard problem so that it becomes feasible -and to find the most general of such restrictions.
It is known that the more we restrict the original problem, the more reasonable it is to expect that this restriction will lead to the possibility of a feasible algorithm for solving thus restricted problem.
Let m be the number of possible ways of restricting the problem. For each of these ways i = 1, . . . , m, let p i denote the fraction of the problems that satisfy this restriction. It is reasonable to consider restrictions which are independent from each other. In this case, if we simultaneously impose two or more restrictions i, j, etc., then the fraction of problems that satisfy all these restrictions is equal to the product p i · p j · of the corresponding fractions.
Under this independence assumption, if from the class {1, . . . , m} of all possible restrictions, we select a subclass I ⊂ {1, . . . , m}, then the fraction of problems that satisfy all these restrictions is equal to i∈I p i .
The more we restrict the problem, the more probable it is that the resulting restricted problem can be solved by a feasible algorithm. Let us denote the largest fraction for which the problem becomes feasible solvable by p 0 . In this simplified description:
• if we have a class of restrictions that forms a fraction p 0 (or smaller) of the original class of problems, then it is possible to have a feasible algorithm for solving all the problems from this class; • on the other hand, if some class of problem forms a fraction of > p 0 , then no such feasible algorithm is possible. We are interested in selecting the restrictions in such a way that the resulting problems form the feasible subclass of the largest possible size (p 0 ). Let us formulate this problem in precise terms.
How to find the most general restriction under which the problem remains feasible: a formalization of the main problem. We are given:
• fractions p 1 , . . . , p m ∈ (0, 1) that describe possible constraints, and • the fraction p 0 with the property that:
-subclasses of size ≤ p 0 are feasibly solvable, while -subclasses of size > p 0 are not feasible solvable. The problem is to check whether it is possible to select a set of constraints I ⊆ {1, . . . , m} for which the resulting class of problem is of the largest feasibly solvable size, i.e., for which
The above problem is NP-hard: a proof. Let us prove that the above problem is, in general, NP-hard, i.e., that it is NP-hard to find the most general restriction under which the problem remains feasible.
In precise terms, we need to prove that the problem of finding a subset I for which the equality (1) is true is NP-hard. Indeed, it is known that the following subset sum problem is NP-hard [7] :
• Given: m positive integers s 1 , . . . , s m and a positive integer s 0 , • to find a subset I ⊆ {1, . . . , m} for which
This problem is also known as the problem of exact change: if we have coins of denominations s 1 , . . . , s m , is it possible to form an amount s 0 by using some of these coins?
Let us prove that our problem is NP-hard by reducing it to the subset problem, i.e., by showing that:
• if we can feasibly solve our problem, • then we will be able to feasibly solve the subset sum problem. Since the subset sum problem is known to be NP-hard, this will prove that our problem is NP-hard as well.
The desired reduction can be obtained as follows: take p i = 2 −si and p 0 = 2 −s0 . Then, the equality (1) takes the form
By taking the binary logarithm of both sides of this equality (and taking into account that the logarithm of the product is equal to the sum of the logarithms), we conclude that
Vice versa, if this equality holds, then, for p i = 2 −si and p 0 = 2 −s0 , the equality (2) also holds. This reduction shows that our problem is indeed NP-hard.
III. THE ABOVE RESULT NECESSITATES THE USE OF COMPUTATIONAL INTELLIGENCE
The meaning of the above result: (feasible) algorithms are not enough. The result of the previous section shows that it is not possible to have an automatic algorithm that would always solve all the particular cases of the general context-finding problem. The fact that a general algorithm is not possible means that to solve this problem, we must use our creativity, we must use our intelligence.
We need to use computational intelligence. We need to use intelligence, and we also need to use computers. Thus, we need to translate intelligent techniques into computerunderstandable form -and this is exactly what computational intelligence is about.
Let us give examples. In the following sections, we will give examples of how (computational) intelligence can help find an appropriate context for an engineering problem.
IV. WE WILL PROVIDE EXAMPLES FROM ALL STAGES OF SOLVING ENGINEERING PROBLEMS
How engineering problem are solved? We will show that computational intelligence can be helpful on all the stages of solving the engineering problem. To show this, let us recall what are the main stages of solving such problems. In mathematical terms, the goal of an engineering problem is to change the values of some quantities: transportation means changing the spatial coordinates of an objects, heating means changing the temperature inside a building, etc.
First stage: finding the dependence. Rarely can we directly change the desired quantity. Usually, this can be achieved by changing some easier-to-change related quantities. For example, since we cannot directly drag a load across the sea, we place it in a container, place such containers into a specially designed ship, burn oil in a ship's engine, etc. To come up an appropriate engineering scheme, we first need to find the dependence between the desired quantity y and the corresponding easier-to-change quantities x 1 , . . . , x n . This is an importance first stage of the process of solving the engineering problem.
Second stage: analysis. Once the dependence is found, for each engineering design, we can predict the future values of different quantities -and thus, we can check how well the given design satisfies our requirements. This analysis of possible solutions forms the second stage of the solving the engineering problem -engineers (or computers trained by engineers) come up with possible designs, and then we check these designs once by one until we find a satisfactory one.
Third stage: optimization. Once we have found a satisfactory design, a natural next step is optimization: trying to come up with a perfect design, with optimal control, etc. This optimization forms the last third stage of engineering design.
What we do in the following sections. In the following sections, we show that computational intelligence can help to find the proper context on all these three stages of engineering design. In each of the three cases, we will illustrate our point on a simple example of a linear system.
What is known and what is new. All three examples describe phenomena which are (largely) known in computational intelligence. However, to the best of our knowledge, prior to this paper, these examples have not been brought together as examples of need for proper context on all the stages of engineering design.
Besides, while these examples may be known in computational intelligence community, they are not well known outside this community. For example, many economists still view the possibility of long-term predictions in situations in which short-term predictions are not possible as an important theoretical challenge.
V. FIRST STAGE: PRIOR KNOWLEDGE ABOUT CASUALITY CAN HELP TO FIND THE DEPENDENCE
What is the first stage: a brief reminder. On the first stage of solving an engineering problem, we try to find the dependence between the desired difficult-to-directly-change quantity y and some easier-to-change quantities x i . This dependence is then used to come up with an engineering design that helps us change the values of the desired quantity.
In this paper, we consider the simplest possible example.
As we have mentioned, in this paper, we consider the simplest possible situations -i.e., linear models -and the simplest possible solutions -e.g., linear controls. Therefore, in this section, we consider the approximation in which the dependence of y on the appropriate easier-to-change quantities is linear, i.e., when:
for appropriate coefficients a i .
What does it mean to find the dependence. For a linear model, finding the dependence means finding the corresponding coefficients a i .
Ideal case, when we know which quantities are relevant and which are not. Let us first consider the ideal case when we know the list of quantities x 1 , . . . , x n which are important to determine y, then we can use the known observations
and then use the usual Least Squares technique to find the values a i for which the mean square error is the smallest possible:
What happens in real life, when we do not know which quantities are relevant. In real life, we often do not have guaranteed information re which quantities x i are relevant and which are not. In such situations, instead of considering dependence of y only on relevant quantities x 1 , . . . , x n , we have to consider the dependence on all possible easy-to-change quantities x 1 , . . . , x N , with N n. In this case, we use a similar Least Square approach to find the coefficients of a general linear equation:
by findings the values a 0 , . . . , a N for which
In the limit E → ∞, the additional coefficients a n+1 , . . . , a N tends to 0, but in practice, based on the measurement results, we get non-zero values for all the coefficients. Yes, we can eliminate those coefficients which are too small (e.g., smaller than a certain threshold), but still, when N is large, some of the unnecessary coefficients turn out of be greater than this threshold and thus remain. As a result, instead of the original ideal dependence (4), we get a dependence (6) with additional terms a i · x i (i > n), which decrease the accuracy of the resulting model. This decrease in accuracy may be significant. At first glance, it may seem that this decrease in accuracy causes by almost-zero coefficients a i is small, but there may be many such terms, and, as a result, this decrease in accuracy can be significant. The possible for a drastic decrease has been illustrated, e.g., on the example of hydrological analysis in [1] .
Natural solution: use (imprecise) intelligence. Since using all possible easy-to-change quantities x i may lead to a drastic decrease in accuracy, a natural idea is to restrict ourselves only to relevant quantities x i .
Since we do not have a guaranteed knowledge of which variables are relevant and which are not, we have to use imprecise ("fuzzy") expert knowledge about relevance. A natural way to describe such intelligence is by using fuzzy techniques [2] , [5] , [11] , in which, to each quantity x i , we assign a degree d i to which, according to the expert, this quantity is relevant.
We then sort the quantities in the decreasing order of their relevance, and find the smallest value n for which the use of Least Squares leads to the approximation error below the expected threshold -e.g., by using the χ 2 criterion (see, e.g., [8] ). This can done, e.g., by increasing n one by one until we reach the first value with statistical fit.
So what is an appropriate context here. Here, an appropriate context is ignoring the dependence of the desired quantity y on the irrelevant easy-to-change quantities x n+1 , . . . , x N .
VI. SECOND STAGE: HOW COME LONG-TERM PREDICTIONS ARE POSSIBLE BUT SHORT-TERM
PREDICTIONS ARE OFTEN NOT? Second stage: reminder. On the second stage of solving an engineering problem, we use the relation that we found on the first stage to predict the future behavior of the system. A strange phenomenon: often, long-term predictions are possible but short-term predictions are not possible. In general, the further we in the future we want to predict, the more difficult this prediction. It is possible to predict technological advances for the new few years, but it is next to impossible to predict technology in the next century. It is possible to predict tomorrow's weather, but it is practically impossible to accurately predict weather in ten years.
However, all these examples are about social and natural phenomena, where the problem is that we have only a very crude knowledge of the system's dynamics. In engineering, often, we have an exactly opposite phenomenon: we can predict the long-term consequences really well, but it is difficult to make short-term predictions.
For example, if we trace a flight going from Cape Town to London, then we can safely predict that in a few hours, it will be approaching the English Channel, but where the plane will be an hour after the flight depends heavily on the winds, turbulence zones, etc. In this example, the possibility of long-term vs. short-term predictions sounds reasonable, but in general, this phenomenon is very counter-intuitive: if we cannot accurately predict the state of a system short-term, how come we can reasonably accurately predict its long-term behavior?
How can we explain this seemingly counterintuitive phenomenon. Let us show, on a very simple example, that, while this phenomenon may sound counterintuitive, it actually naturally follows from the corresponding equations.
Let us try to come up with equations which are as simple as possible. In general, dynamical equations that describe how the state of system change with time describe the time derivatives of the parameters describing the system. These derivatives depend on the current state, on the control applied to the system, and on the unpredictable (random) processes that also affect the system. The simplest case is when the state of the system is described by a single quantity y; as an example of such quantity, we can take the distance between the plane and its destination (London). For simplicity, we also assume that:
• the control is described by a single parameter u, and • that there is a single random process with 0 mean whose value at each moment t will be denoted by r(t). For simplicity, let us assume that the random values corresponding to different moments of time are independent and identically distributed.
In this simple case, the corresponding differential equation takes the form
As we have mentioned earlier, we consider linear systems. When the function f (y, u, r) is linear, the equation (8) takes the following form:
In the engineering system, usually, unless we apply a control and/or unless there is a random perturbation, the state of the system does not change. In other words, when u = r = 0, we should have du dt = 0. This requirement implies that
for all possible states u. Thus, the equation (9) takes an even simpler form
As usual, to solve this equation, we discretize time, i.e., select a time step Δt, and and consider the value
Then, the relation between each value y k = y(t 0 + k · Δt) and the next value y k+1 = y(t 0 + (k + 1) · Δt) can be described as
thus, as
where we denoted A def = Δt · b 2 and B def = Δt · b 3 . When we add up the equations (12) corresponding to k = 0, 1, . . . , K, we conclude that the change y K −y 0 in the values of y between the starting state y 0 and the state y K at the K-th moments is equal to:
The random values are unpredictable, the only effect that we can predict is the joint effect of controls, i.e., the term K · u.
The error term K k=1 r(t k ) is a sum of K independent identically distributed random variable with 0 mean. According to the Central Limit Theorem [8] , when K is large, the distribution of this sum is close to Gaussian (normal), with the variance equal to the sum of K variances -and thus, with the standard deviation that grows as √ K. It is known that with a very high confidence 99.9%, the value of a normally distributed random variable with 0 mean is bounded by 3σ (6σ if require an even higher confidence 1 − 10 −8 ). Thus, the error term grows with K as √ K, while the main term grows as K. As a result, the relative error of the estimate K · (A · u) for the difference y K − y 0 decreases with K as
The farther in the future we want to predict, i.e., the larger K, the more accurate our prediction. When r u, no accurate prediction is possible for the next moment of time, but as time goes by, predictions become more and more accurate.
This explains why in many engineering systems, it is possible to make long-term predictions but it is not possible to make short-term ones.
What can we do to avoid inaccurate predictions: use (computational) intelligence. A natural solution is not to make short-term predictions -since these predictions are inaccurate anyway, to only make prediction for a time period that exceeds a certain threshold.
Ideally, we should know the statistical characteristics of the random factors and use these characteristics to generate the value of the corresponding threshold.
In practice, however, we often do not know these probabilities. In this case, when we do not know a guaranteed knowledge of the random quantity r, a natural idea is to use imprecise expert knowledge of this quantity to generate the value of the appropriate threshold.
So what is an appropriate context here. Here, an appropriate context is considering predictions only after a certain moment of time -since accurate short-term predictions are not possible.
VII. THIRD STAGE: IF IT AIN'T BROKE, DON'T FIX IT
Third stage: reminder. On the third stage of solving an engineering problem, we use the second-stage analysis to come up with an optimal control.
At first glance, the situation is straightforward. At first glance, it seems like a very natural idea: we use the (approximate) model to find the optimal control, then we apply this optimal control, and we expect the situation to improve. Yes, in practice, we expect some deviations from optimality, since the model is approximate, but overall, we expect some improvement.
In practice, the results are not always good. Somewhat surprisingly, in practice, an application of the seemingly optimal control only makes the situation worse.
Our main example -that motivated this section -comes from medicine, where the medical treatment which is beneficial when the state is very different from the norm becomes harmful when the difference from the normal state is small [6] . This seemingly counterintuitive result has been motivated by an analysis of the corresponding mathematical model, but on the phenomenological level, such phenomena are ubiquitous in medicine. For example, when a patient has high fever, it beneficial to give him/her medicine that reduces this fever. However, in case of a slight fever, such medicine will only reduce the body's ability to fight the disease and thus, delay the patient's recovery.
Similar phenomena are known for engineering problems as well. For example, when we control a robot, it makes sense to promptly correct robot's deviations from the desired trajectory -provided that these deviations are large enough. However, if we apply similar corrections for small deviations, the robot will start wobbling and its motion will be less efficient; see, e.g., [3] , [4] , [9] , [10] .
How can we explain this seemingly counterintuitive phenomenon. Similar to the second-stage explanation, let us show, on a very simple example, that, while this phenomenon may sound counterintuitive, it actually naturally follows from the corresponding equations.
Indeed, as we mentioned in the previous section, in the simplest approximation, if we start at a state y 0 , then at the next moment of time, we get a new state
When we select a control, we do not know the value r of the random process, we only know that y 1 ≈ y 0 + A · u. In this case, it is reasonable to select a control for which the corrected state y 0 + A · u is equal to the desired state Y : y 0 + A · u = Y . For this control, due to the random error B · r, the actual state will be, in general, different from Y , namely, it will be equal to
When y 0 is very close to Y , but the standard deviation of r is large, we may end up much further away from the desired state Y that we originally were. In this case, indeed, a seemingly optimal control only makes things worse.
How can we avoid such situation when a seemingly optimal control only makes situation worse: use (computational) intelligence. A natural solution is not to apply control when the deviation from the ideal state is small, and to only apply control when the deviation from the ideal state exceeds a certain threshold. Ideally, we should know the statistical characteristics of the random factors and use these characteristics to generate the value of the corresponding threshold.
In practice, however, we often do not know these probabilities -this was exactly the case with the 1996 AAAIaward-winning robot [3] . In this case, when we do not know a guaranteed knowledge of the random quantity r, a natural idea is to use imprecise expert knowledge of this quantity to generate the value of the appropriate threshold.
So what is an appropriate context here. Here, an appropriate context is applying control only when the deviation from the ideal state exceeds a certain threshold value.
VIII. HOW THIS CAN BE USED IN A PRACTICAL
CONTEXT? Since in general, most engineering problems are computationally intractable (NP-hard), it is important to find an appropriate context that will enable us to make the corresponding problem feasible.
Due to computational intractability of these problems, it is not possible to come up with a general method for finding such context. This context has to come from the expert's analysis of the problem.
Our examples -covering all three stages of engineering design -show that in many practical situations, expert knowledge indeed helps us find the appropriate context.
